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BEER EVALUATIONS Anonymous,
Beer Expert

Last week I was in Common Grounds getting my first dose of caffeine for the day when I happened 
to pick up a Bullsheet article. At the bottom of the page, the head writer, Mick Smith, boldly claimed 
that Guinness is the greatest beer ever made. I happen to share a similar opinion with my great friend, 
however, the divisiveness of the claim could create conflict on this hill of great beer drinkers. As a 
Cervaza connoisseur and beer expert, I wrote this list of the most commonly consumed beers and 
beverages on Denison's campus. The beverages listed are in no particular order, but my thoughts on 
these beverages are irrefutable. If you disagree with my expert analysis, you will have to take your 
complaints to my lawyer. 

1. Guinness
Gods piss in a pint. The best thing to do on a Monday night is to pour yourself one (or 8) nice chilled 
pints of Guinness. Mick owes me a pint.  

2. Busch Light
Frat party classic. The only way to effectively drink Busch light is to poke a hole in it and do what the 
frat kids do “Shotgun time!”.

3. Coors Light
Best of the cheap beers, if only they sold them in 30 racks.

4. Budlight
I don't know why this very average beer was in the news recently. 

5. Budweiser
Pretty good if you want to gain some weight. 

6. Miller Lite
People always hype up this beer and I have no idea why. There are many better beers in the price range, 
especially because Miller is the definition of mid.

7. PBR
Freshmen seem to love this stuff at The Lot. In general it tends to be a pretty trash beer, thank god it’s 
only $10 on my meal plan.

8. Stella
Only If I need to quickly restock my beer supply at Silverstein. 5 of these will do a lot to your liver so be 
careful. Very overrated beer. 

9. Natty Light
Literally water, but give a frat guy 10 of these bad boys and he will finally learn how to talk to people. 

10. Natty Ice
Whenever things get bad, head down to the gas station and pick up a pack of light blue American spir-
its and a tall boy Natty Ice. 

11. Modelo/Corona
I don't know why people don't drink more Modelo. The good thing about it is you can drink 10 of 
them and still make it to work the next day. Corona is for white people who are too racist to drink 
Modelo. Overall quality cervezas. 
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12. IPA
Your “trendy” dad has corrupted your soul. Only people over the age of 35 should be allowed to drink 
IPAs. They do slap though.

13. White claw
Beer for gluten-intolerant people.

14. Highnoon
Better White Claw, too bad it’s too expensive for the college wallet. 

15. Cider
Beer for gluten-intolerant people who are tired of White Claws and wine. My brother loves the stuff 
but he’s a loser with terrible taste.

16. Wine
People who drink wine think they're fancy, however, you always see them breaking down in tears at 
the end of the night with ¾ of the bottle left in their hand. 

17. Any mixed drink
Drink a beer, you coward. 

18. BORG
I can't blame older generations for making fun of Gen Z when we do things like this. Fun until you get 
MONO from passing it around all night because it tastes like crap. 

19. Soda
Please stop drinking soda in the dining halls. It’s actually really bad for you.

Disclaimer: This guide is only for students over the age of 21. If you are younger than 21 go to Eu-
rope to drink (We don't want you here anyway). 
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